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DOCTORAL THESIS ON WWW 
OUKA makes it much easier for the world to access your thesis 
O U K A http://ir.library.osaka-u.ac.jp/
 
 
 
 
 
 
• What kinds of benefits we get by placing your doctoral thesis on OUKA ? 
•  Pll ease  jj ustt   giiive  us  yourr   consentt   tt o  diiigiii tt iiize  and  open！  
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• What is OUKA ？（ Osaka University Knowledge Archive） 
A service system for collecting, saving intellectual products of Osaka University and providing 
them to the public free of charge. 
 
For you → It provides so many people in the World with easy access 
The doctoral thesis is a crystallization of your efforts for several years. 
Isn’t it great and splendid that your research results full of good ideas, 
trial and errors come to the world’s notice ？ 
 
For Readers → It makes easier to access your thesis 
 Until now、those who want to read your thesis have to come to the library,  
contact you and get your permission for copying it. Digitizing and Opening on 
OUKA makes these processes unnecessary. 
 
For University → It helps University fulfill an accountability to the public 
 OUKA conserves any kind of digital data most likely to be lost easily. 
It also contributes to the practice of University’s accountability to the public about 
activities of education and research. 
as a part of the emissive activity of University’s research results. 
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